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GOLDEN GLOBES - Melanie Griffith, 61, goes topless showing off her incredible body as she suns h
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Melanie Griffith went topless as she soaked up the sun on a yacht in Ibiza. The Hollywood star, 61, showed off her
incredible figure as she prepared for a relaxing massage.

Melanie Griffith stripped down on a yacht in Ibiza

Melanie - mother to Fifty Shades of Grey actress Dakota Johnson - seemed to be enjoying the summer sun as she
shared a candid shot on Instagram.
She could be seen stretched across the yacht while donning a two-piece black swimsuit, with a matching hat to shield
the Ibiza sun.
The actress landed the Golden Globe award in 1989 for Best Actress in a Musical or Comedy, after starring opposite
Harrison Ford and Sigourney Weaver in box-office hit, Working Girl.
Melanie showed off her own golden globes as she went topless for a tanning session on the yacht.

The actress shared this candid shot on Instagram

The 61-year-old was preparing for a massage

Melanie split from ex Antonio Banderas in 2014

She stripped out of her red and orange coloured bikini as she prepared for a massage.
The luxurious treatment was carried out on the yacht, which seemed to be empty apart from Melanie and her beauty
therapist.
The masseuse held out a towel as Melanie stripped down to just the bottom half of the eye-catching swimsuit.

Melanie's last hit role was in 2017's The Disaster Artist
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The star soaked up the sun on the island of Ibiza

Melanie first found fame in 1969 as a 14-year-old actress with a string of cameo roles.
Her breakthrough came in the 80s with roles in Body Double, Working Girl, Shining Through, and Stormy Monday.
She recently starred opposite James Franco in the critically acclaimed movie, The Disaster Artist.

- The Sun
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